The Image and the Word
New Works by Carlos Villa

Please join us for the following events in the Thacher Gallery:

Celebrating Form: an evening of art and poetry
Friday, February 11, 4:00-6:00 pm

Reception with the Artist
Wednesday, February 16, 3:00-5:00 pm
followed by A Dialogue between Filipino American Art and History
A Davies Forum Panel Discussion
5:30 pm, Lone Mountain 140

Essays on Carlos Villa:

(A Portrait of) The Filipino American Artist as Historian
by Daniel Phil Gonzales

Matrix
by Dan Begonia

Visit the Carlos Villa web site

Co-sponsored by the Ma. Elena G. Yuchengco Philippine Studies Program, the Center for the Pacific Rim, the Davies Forum, and Kasamahan

Thacher Gallery at USF
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San Francisco, CA 94117
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